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Few themes in the history of art are as often gone over yet as unclear as the 
question of ornament as it is put forward in the first treatise on architecture 
in modern Europe, the De re aedificatoria, written by Leon Battista Alberti 
starting around 1450 and first appearing in print in Florence in 1485.1 The 
notion of ornament is central to it. The ten books of De re aedificatoria are 
effectively divided into three parts. Firmitas, utilitas, and commoditas (firm-
ness, utility, and aptness) are the objects of the first five books. The tenth 
book is devoted to instauratio; that is, maintenance, repairs, and restorations. 
The core of the treatise, books 6 to 9, is devoted to ornament. Four books, close 
to half the work, are devoted to what French translators have tended to  
designate as embellissement (embellishment). Alberti himself identifies 
ornament as the “part of art which is the most dignified, and because of this, 
the most necessary,” sometimes called gratia et amoenitas, sometimes ornatus 
or venustas.2 But these four books manifest a further organizing principle. 
Alberti presses the general category of ornamentation into two complemen-
tary yet distinct designations: pulchritudo and ornamentum. 

Most recently, commentators have taken to crediting rhetoric for what 
they identify in De re aedificatoria as a general theory of ornamentation. This 
seductive approach arises from a general tendency in art history of referring 
to rhetoric as the ultimate source of intelligibility and explanation for paint-
ing or architecture.3 In fact, good arguments can be made for this. When he 
defines pulchritudo, the term Cicero chose when translating the Greek to 
kalon,4 Alberti explicitly introduces a cardinal notion borrowed from the 
Ciceronian dialogues De oratore and Brutus; specifically, concinnitas: 
“Beauty [pulchritudo] is that reasoned harmony [concinnitas] of all the parts 
within a body, so that nothing can be added, taken away, or altered, but  
for the worse.”5 By virtue of concinnitas alone, the theory of architecture 
seems to have been solidly anchored in the empire of rhetoric. Translated as  
harmony, it has become, for better or for worse, a transcendental category of 
Renaissance architectural theory, at least in modern historians’ projects to 
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restore it.6 Within this conceptual framework, which identifies beauty  
(pulchritudo) with harmony (concinnitas), is it possible not to consider 
ornament as a supplement, an adornment—a seductive cosmetic lie attached 
to an entire gamut of associated philosophical, moral, and aesthetic values?7 
This is what the opening of book 6 of Alberti’s treatise seems to confirm. The 
evidence stems from reference to another of Cicero’s works, De natura deorum: 

If this is conceded [to Cicero], ornament may be defined as a form  
of auxiliary light and complement to beauty. From this it follows,  
I believe, that beauty is some inherent quality, to be found suffused  
all through the body of that which may be called beautiful, whereas 
ornament, rather than being inherent, has the character of something 
attached or additional [afficti et compacti].8 

Modern French translations consistently relate affictum to the order of fiction. 
One of the most authoritative commentators—and the most prudent—explains, 
“the nature of the ornamentum, however, is said to be that of fiction (affictum/ 
affingere) and something put together (compactum/compingere). [. . . O]rna-
mentum has the nature of something fictitious (affictum) and put together 
(compactum).”9 

A familiar series of conceptual pairs is at work here—truth versus fiction, 
universal versus singular, idea versus phenomenon, necessary versus arbi-
trary, intellectual versus manual—all of which can be grouped around two 
regulating oppositions: idea versus accident, form versus matter. Such has 
been the underlying reason behind this understanding of ornament; it has 
been accredited with a prestigious philosophical lineage of Platonic origin. 
Since ornament is “fictitious and put together,” not unreasonably have his-
torians of architecture pointed ornament back to ennunciatio, the rhetorical 
category corresponding to the modality of subjective judgment—where modern 
commentators find themselves on the solid ground of the Kantian regulation 
of beauty and pleasure.10 

This conceptual framework, however, hampers consideration of ornamen-
tum as well as the place Alberti assigns it in De re aedificatoria. To gauge the 
significance of this notion, we have to abandon the empire of rhetoric for an 
entirely different realm of quattrocento culture: Roman law and the natural 
philosophy on which it is solidly grounded. 

Harmony or Perfection? 
The dominant reading of ornamentum today hangs on the meaning given to 
the formulation “afficti et compacti naturam sapere magis quam innati” at 
the core of the sixth book of the treatise.11 At this point in the text Alberti is 
distinguishing between ornatus and concinnitas. Concinnitas is an economic 
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principle or, better yet, a perfect combination, a rigorous way of making a 
totality according to the rule of the commensurability of all parts of that 
whole: “Beauty is that reasoned harmony [ratione concinnitas] of all the 
parts within a body, so that nothing may be added, taken away, or altered, but 
for the worse.”12 As we have just seen, concinnitas is the touchstone of art; 
it elicits a lyrical flight in the author: “It is a great and holy matter; all our 
resources of skill and ingenuity will be taxed in achieving it.”13 Less fre-
quently noted is how Alberti adjusts his judgment of concinnitas after these 
praises: “and rarely is it granted, even to Nature herself, to produce anything 
that is entirely complete and perfect [perfectum] in every respect.”14 We  
cannot understand this back-and-forth balancing movement in the Albertian 
formulation if we forget the physics behind it. The fulcrum of the analysis  
is perficere (from perficio, -is, -ere, -feci, -fectum): perfection is the end of 
natural movements. In book 9 Alberti states, “Everything that Nature pro-
duces is regulated by the law of concinnitas, and her chief concern is that 
whatever she produces should be absolutely perfect.”15 But perfection is the 
province of the ideal supercelestial world. In the sublunary world, perfection 
is rarely accessible: it is the horizon of human doing or making. This is why 
we have to take into account the essential division of the Aristotelian cosmos, 
which remained unquestioned until Galileo. 

The Sublunar, Region of the Arts 
Beneath the moon, nature does not bring all movements to fulfillment: oper-
ations and forms are accomplished only “most of the time” (ho-s epi to polu). 
But congenital anomalies, nonblooming buds, earthquakes, and so on, attest 
to potential for unfulfillment in the movements of the sublunar world. This 
is where human art comes in, imitating and bringing to term—to perfection—
these incomplete movements: this is the precise formula of imitatio naturae or 
mimesis, understood most rigorously. We are indeed in Aristotelian territory. 
And this is explicitly confirmed in the long passage of book 9 of De re  
aedificatoria and its exaltation of concinnitas: “It has a vast range in which to 
exercise itself and bloom—it runs through a man’s entire life and government, 
it molds the whole of Nature. . . . This is the main object of the art of building, 
and the source of her dignity, charm, authority, and worth.” Alberti continues, 

All that has been said our ancestors learned through observation of 
Nature herself; so they had no doubt that if they neglected these things, 
they would be unable to attain all that contributes to the praise and 
honor of the work; not without reason they declared that Nature, as the 
perfect generator of forms, should be their model. And so, with the 
utmost industry, they searched out the rules that she employed in pro-
ducing things, and translated them into methods of building.16 
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Concinnitas, the ideal domain of nature’s productions, is the horizon of 
human production, but in the productions of nature, the sublunar nature that 
affects generation and corruption, the perfection of concinnitas is rare. That 
is why the next book, book 10, with which De re aedificatoria closes, is  
dedicated to instauratio, which can be translated as handling, repair, or 
restoration; it is the book on accidents and defects of construction, of mis-
management and vandalism, erosion and aging, cracks, breaks, and leaks, 
and is therefore also the book that brings together a whole knowledge base 
deriving from Aristotle’s de naturalibus, particularly Meteorology, Seneca’s 
Natural Questions, and the Hippocratic treatise, Airs, Waters and Places on 
climate, wind and rain, hydrography, tides, floods, earthquakes, lightning, 
and fires—such is the ground of the aedificatio, the sublunar world terrain 
of architecture.17 “A perfected and proportioned adjustment in all parts”: 
that is how I propose translating concinnitas. It is the horizon and regulating 
ideal, what nature and art aspire to, but it is achieved “rarely, even by nature” 
(raro . . . vel ipsi naturae).18 

Lex subsidiaria: A Moral Excursus 
This leads to why, in book 6, Alberti explicitly borrows the following anec-
dote from De natura deorum to recall Aristotelian mimesis, but with a grain 
of salt. For Cicero, the anecdote concerns the rarity of perfect beauty, even 
among the youths of Athens, and their necessary recourse to makeup and 
color to cover their bodies’ defects or to enhance their handsomest parts,  
rendering the first less noticeable and the second more pleasant.19 Ornament 
is assimilated to makeup, “a form of auxiliary light and complement to 
beauty” (quasi subsidiaria quaedam lux pulchritudinis atque veluti comple-
mentum), as Alberti writes.20 In De natura deorum “auxiliary light,” supple-
mentary shine or “adornment” is concrete: the admirer’s desire is crystallized 
at the sight of a mole (macula noevius) on his favorite’s wrist. Having touched 
on the question of the corporeal form of gods, Cicero’s representative in the 
dialogue, Cotta, deploys an erotics of imperfection. A defect, a spot, or a mole 
can attain the status of decoration or jewelry by offering a supplementary 
sheen (lumen): 

How small a percentage of handsome people there are! When I was  
at Athens, there was scarcely one to be found in each platoon of the  
training-corps—I see why you smile, but the fact is so all the same. 
Another point: we, who with the sanction of the philosophers of old are 
fond of the society of young men, often find even their defects agree-
able. Alcaeus “admires a mole upon his favorite’s wrist”; of course a 
mole is a blemish, but Alcaeus thought it a beauty [lumen videbatur].21 
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In desire, the blemish and the mole do not lie; they “supplement.” In the  
sixteenth century, Jean Martin aptly translated this revealing passage from 
Alberti: the blemish or the mole provide “secours et accomplissement de 
beauté” (aid to and accomplishment of beauty).22 Within the space between 
nature and perfection the auxiliary or vicarious vocation of art spreads forth, 
together with desire. This light, this shine, is its index. 

As he takes it up, Alberti sacrifices the salt of the ancient anecdote to 
Christian propriety by folding ornament over the Platonic topos: ornament 
is makeup, it adorns and dissimulates, but the shine is a different matter. We 
find that sparkle, that light, again in De re aedificatoria, book 9, part 5, which 
provides us with the closest thing to a general theory of ornamentation. The 
prologue makes clear what is at stake in this effort at generalization: it pro-
vides an epistemological basis for reflection on ornament, where it concerns 
the different ways of making a whole: 

Whatever that totality [unum] is, which is either extracted or drawn 
from the number and nature of all its parts, or imparted to it by sure and 
constant method, or handled in such a manner as it ties and bonds sev-
eral elements into a single bundle or body, according to a true and con-
sistent agreement and sympathy—and something of this kind is exactly 
what we seek—then surely that totality must share the force and juice, 
as it were [vim et quasi succum], of all the elements of which it is com-
posed or blended; for otherwise their discord and differences would 
cause conflict and disunity [discordia discidiisque pugnarent atque 
dissiparentur].23 

Thus, while reflecting on the methodological division of art into parts—a  
formal exigency of the ars disserendi, and in general any conception that 
conforms to the rules of art whose paradigm of organizing a subject derives 
from Plato’s Sophist—Alberti points to the principles of good composition 
and combination, without which there is no body worthy of that name. In 
this way, he explicitly indicates the angle for putting the question of embell-
ishment: it is the structural or morphological angle that has been required by 
natural philosophy since Aristotle for the analysis of a living organism: “The 
great experts of antiquity, as we mentioned above, have instructed us that a 
building is very like a living thing and that Nature must be imitated when we 
delineate it.”24 In contrast, the topic of taste and subjective preference are left 
aside by Alberti. With a watered-down version of the Ciceronian anecdote 
(he substitutes puellae, “young women,” for ephebes), he does away with 
subjective appetite: 

Yet whichever you prefer, you will not then consider the rest unattrac-
tive and worthless. But what it is that causes us to prefer one above all 
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others, I shall not inquire. 
When you make judgements on beauty [pulchritudine], you do not 

follow mere fancy, but the workings of a reasoning faculty that is inborn 
in the mind.25 

And so the epistemological groundwork for inquiry into pulchritudo and 
ornamentum is set through an approach based on totality: consideration of 
the whole and all the parts that constitute it, an approach in which 
Aristotle’s Parts of Animals, and the physical and natural philosophy of the 
ancients more generally, provided models. Let us return to the opposition 
Alberti provides: opposed to the totality that is “imparted to it by sure and 
constant method” (singulis impartiundum ratione certa et coaequabili) is the 
totality that “ties and bonds several elements into a single bundle or body” 
(unam in congeriem et corpus plura iungat contineatque recta et stabili 
cohesione atque consensu). To these two models correspond two verbs, 
cohaeresco, -ere, the inchoative form of cohaereo, -ere (“assemble,” “bind”) 
and immisceo, -ere (“mix,” “combine”).26 One might here consider the 
Aristotelian opposition between uniform body parts (skin, bones, tendons) 
and nonuniform ones,27 but more clearly, as we are proposing, it is the oppo-
sition between the whole by cohesion and the whole by combination, or of 
the composed and the blended: this is one of the major dividing lines in 
ancient science. In fact, the failure of constituting a whole suffers a state of 
discord that is normally translated through a rich semantic constellation of 
terms evoking war and combat (discordia, “discord”; discidium, “division,” 
“divorce”; pugno, -are, “combat,” “conflict”; dissipo, -are, “disperse,” “scat-
ter,” “completely destroy”)—a discord that, from Empedocles to Lucretius, 
serves in expressions about primordial formlessness. 

We find ourselves here at a great distance from rhetoric. Alberti, in his  
different ways of designating the totality (mixture versus cohesiveness; cohe-
siveness of identity versus cohesiveness of heterogeneity), sends us back to 
the different ways that, starting from a reformulated Aristotelian physics in 
Rome, natural philosophy and law consider what constitutes a body.28 
Reference to Stoic conceptions of corpus is explicitly signaled by recourse 
to De natura deorum, a reminder of how central the Stoic treatment, as much 
in combining substances as in the distinction of things according to their 
mode of cohesion, was in the juridical determination of modes of property.29 
The vis and succum, “force” and “juice,” in the passage above manifest the 
singular unity of the good fit or the good mixture, prolonging this semantic 
constellation. In natural philosophy, this “juice” has a very old pedigree—
the curdling of milk by the juice of figs constitutes an important model in 
ancient physics, for instance, in the generation of the world or the formation 
of the fetus.30 Now, “that totality must share the force and juice, as it were,  
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of all the elements of which it is composed or blended [eorum omnium vim 
et quasi succum sapiat . . . quibus aut coherescat aut immisceatur]” and this 
sharing, this manifestation, is concinnitas which has the brilliance, the 
“shine,” “the light” that Alberti denies to the solicitations of desire or sub-
jective preference. 

From this we may conclude, without my pursuing such questions any 
longer, that the three principal components of that whole theory into 
which we enquire are number, what we might call outline, and posi-
tion. But arising from the composition and connection of these three is 
a further quality in which beauty shines full face: our term for this is 
concinnitas, which we say is nourished with every grace and splendor.31 

Affictum and Compactum 
Let us go back to the definition of ornament put forward in book 6, and its 
translation. Upon completing the distinction between pulchritudo and orna-
mentum via the evocation of the licentious passage from De natura deorum, 
ornament is found to be qualified as beauty’s “auxiliary light” (subsidiaria 
quaedam lux pulchritudinis), although Alberti immediately specifies, “From 
this it follows, I believe, that beauty is some inherent quality, to be found suf-
fused [perfusum] all through the body of that which may be called beautiful, 
whereas ornament, rather than being inherent, has the character of some-
thing attached or additional [afficti et compacti].”32 So, how to translate 
affictum and compactum? Surprisingly, fiction is imposed, without discus-
sion, in many of the translations now in use; for example, see the “caractère 
feint et ajouté” (fictitious and put-together character) of French translators 
Pierre Caye and Françoise Choay, or even the “embellishment of the frame” 
that the English translators put forward in their notes on the passage.33 
Lexicological inquiry reveals the limitation of such a translation. To connect 
affictus, -a, -um to affingere, as does Hans-Karl Lücke, is not uncommon, but 
the primary meaning of adfingo, -ere, -fixi, -fictum is “to apply,” “to attach 
in shaping” (as Nature provides the body with organs of her formation), from 
which comes adficticius (“attached to”). Adfigo, -ere, -fexi, -fixum (“to fasten 
to,” “to confine”) stems from the same semantic constellation. The terms that 
translators have had recourse to—that is, the derived senses of invented or 
imagined—are only distantly related to the primary range of synonyms, and 
nothing in De re aedificatoria actually supports that valence. On the con-
trary, a second term in Alberti’s text, compactum, from compingo, -ere, -pegi, 
-pactum (“to join or unite into one whole”) renders affictum all the more 
clearly. Compactus, -a, -um is “that which is well assembled, blocked, 
secured, of which all parts hold together.” Therefore I propose translating 
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affictum and compactum as “that which is fitted and well secured.” 
As opposed to pulchritudo, which is intrinsic and is diffused (perfusa) 

through the totality of the edifice on the model of the Stoic pneuma or tonos, 
ornaments are localized. They are fitted, affixed, assembled—that is their 
essential quality and qualification, a completely material, very literal, qual-
ification, borne out by historical analysis, that enables us to catch the logic 
of ornamentation in De re aedificatoria: Alberti is the inheritor of a juridical 
determination of ornament that he reinscribes in the theory and practice of 
architecture, according to a new economy. 

Alberti and Law 
Throughout his work, Alberti remains silent about his early legal studies at 
Bologna University (1424–1429), whose traces he has obscured, and his only 
treatise on law, De iure, a Ciceronic dissertation on how to be a good juriscon-
sult, constitutes, despite its title and object, “a veritable repudiation of the 
science of law.”34 This triumph of rhetoric over gloss, where Alberti joins 
Petrarch, has appeared to modern historians to conform to the spirit of the 
Renaissance, understood as the “victory” of humanism over scholasticism. 
Albertian historiography has thus endorsed the idea of Alberti as a promoter 
of an art of writing and thinking that owed nothing to legal tradition. However, 
as such a sharp observer as Giovanni Rossi advises—attentive as he is to the 
lemmas and locutions borrowed from legal language that pop up here and 
there in the Albertian corpus from Momus to De re aedificatoria35—the tech-
nical baggage Alberti acquired during his law studies reappear unexpectedly 
and almost unwittingly, attesting to the indelible mark of a juridical education 
of that time.36 A treatment of ornamenta provides a spectacular illustration of 
this diagnosis: while its provenance is never stated outright, throughout De re 
aedificatoria it is indeed conceptions Roman law assigns to ornament that 
Alberti reactivates and puts to the test of construction in his great treatise. 

Questions of Method 
Roman law was rich in the refined discipline of classifying a fundus, which 
could be understood both as “foundation” or “substrate,” on the one hand, 
and as “estate,” “ownership,” or “property,” on the other: natural philosophy 
and ontology are always effectively implicated in jurisprudence; the ontol-
ogy of the sensible world, of which the de naturalibus treatises of Aristotle 
and his commentators offer the most complete array, provide sustenance for 
interrogations of the law. The jurisconsult works to qualify and authorize 
relations of property from the point of view of its foundation/substrate and 
its operations—natural processes, human procedures: this is what makes it 
seem so exotic to us, as moderns. 
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This world, comprised of perpetually effervescent substances, subject to 
generation and corruption, to augmentation and diminution, to all forms of 
alteration, transport, and transposition, all of which is amply seen in the arts, 
is interrogated by the jurisconsult from the point of view of causes; that is, 
modalities of acquisition of dominium (“the ownership of things”).37 All lit-
igation, in order to determine the rights of ownership of each protagonist, 
must identify with precision the manner in which the foundation is called 
upon by opposing parties. Is a contested item integral to another item? Is it 
added to another? Is it rooted to another? How is it connected to the other 
item? Is it combined with it? At the center of juridical competence is aptitude 
at identifying modes of specificatio (i.e., ways of being an entity).38 The chal-
lenge is to determine whether, in the production of a new individual or a 
new species, the substances from which the new being has issued have dis-
appeared and, with them, their dominium, their “right of property”—which 
supposes that the possessor of the anterior elements was not the producer of 
the worked object. Determining with precision the operations of specificatio, 
and thus the production of the new individual, is crucial. Some operations 
are irreversible: olive oil will not revert back to olives, nor wine to grapes. 
The author of the specificatio, therefore, has every chance of taking prece-
dence. Others are reversible. Since a silver vase once melted down returns 
to a mass of silver, to dominium materiae, the owner of the initial material 
will prevail. One sifts through the operations of subtractio, compositio, 
transformatio, and so on, to judge whether a new species has been produced. 
The distinction between form and matter is inoperative: what matters are the 
different ways of being an entity. 

Accessio (“the fact of adding, augmenting”) is particularly interesting.  
It qualifies an increase in land ownership through aggradation, the augmen-
tations of one proprietor’s herd pursuant to a filly’s or a ewe’s fecundation by 
a neighboring landowner’s male animal, as well as problems of soldering pre-
cious metalwork, and sculpture: the sheep of the one brings forth an increase 
in the herd of the other with no diminishment in the dominium of the first. 
However, if a handle from my property is soldered to my neighbor’s cup of 
the same metal, I lose my dominium. The concrete actions of soldering under 
the two modalities of ferruminatio and adplumbatio are veritable ontological 
operators: ferruminatio unites two substances through a substance that is 
identical to them (e.g., two pieces of gold with gold); adplumbatio unites two 
substances with a third that is different (e.g., two pieces of gold with lead). 
In the second case, the owners can be distinguished without losing their initial 
delimitation: the thing and its dominium subsist. The modes of adplumbatio 
are declined juridically, case by case. Two examples, among others, are 
inserta and iniuncta (i.e., things that are joined or mounted on), which pre-
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serve their individuality (e.g., beams in a building under construction). In 
such an instance the right to property is not extinguished: the owner of the 
wood can make a claim under the law called Tignum junctum, even if he 
cannot interrupt the work in progress.39 If we continue our inquiry in this 
series, which may seem strange to us today, from transitory islands surging 
up in rivers, escaped slaves, wandering herds of sheep, traffic in gold, and 
paintings painted over other paintings, we arrive at a fundamental classifi-
cation cobbled together by jurists from a patchwork of Aristotelian and Stoic 
concepts.40 This classification first distinguishes homogeneous uncombined 
bodies “of a sole breath,” “a single spirit,” uno spiritu, such as man, wood, 
or a mass of stone, and so on. Then there is the body comprising several  
elements or parts of a single genus or kind (quod ex contingentibus hoc est 
pluribus inter se coharentibus constat) that comprises elements that touch 
or are tied together or, conversely, are distinct from one another, like a build-
ing, a boat, cabinetry, and so on. Finally there are objects comprising discon-
tinuous elements of a genus or kind (quod ex distantibus constat) that a 
single name brings together (corpora . . . uni nomini subiecta)—a people,  
an army, a herd, or a choir being such universitas rerum or corporea con-
structed by subrogation. 

This classification allows for an interrogation and apportionment of tech-
nical operations. Thus, while ferruminatio produces a new substance that is 
homogeneous and “a single spirit,” adplumbatio preserves the plurality of 
substances; for example, the inserta and iniuncta (“things joined and mounted 
to”), whose particular dominium is not extinguished by the construction of 
a new edifice or a new furnishing. As for metals, they can either fuse and 
become a new species, like gold melted with silver, which is precisely speci-
ficatio; or the process of combining while remaining distinct, as silver sol-
dered to lead, which is commixtio; or else come together by confusio (i.e., to 
the point of prohibiting any later separation), like gold mixed with bronze. 

These operative categories of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries extended 
well beyond the world of law, as confirmed, for example, by Blaise de 
Vigenère, who, in commenting on “Praxiteles’ Bronze Cupid” (a text attrib-
uted to Callistratus), relies on the opinions of Cassius, Paul, and Pomponius, 
or the “doubts and controversies among jurisconsults” concerning ferrumi-
nation, when he elaborates a brief treatise on bronze casting.41 

Jurists and the House 
The juridical mode of qualifying things and their dominium is what gives 
ornamenta their status. Here the approach that is developed by the civil 
lawyer for conflicts of property, sales, estate succession, inheritance, and 
trusts provides a guide. What support are ornamenta attached to? Of what 
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substrate are they the illustration, to take up that sixteenth-century philoso-
pher’s term? To what do they “give aspect and shine”? How are they attached 
to their support? Such are the questions whose constellation delimits the 
field of pertinence of the notion of ornamenta. 

For the jurist, ornaments are adiuncta: they are “almost a portion of the 
house”; that is, they are affixed or united to the house (aedibus iuncta, or 
aedibus adfixa). In the Digest, they are “almost a portion of the house” (quasi 
portio aedium),42 or “they are the house” (ea quae sunt aedium).43 This is 
what distinguishes them from supellex, “the furniture,” which needs to be 
understood not only in the modern sense of the term but also as trimmings, 
equipment, horses, jewels, and all that contributes to the splendor of the pro-
prietor without being attached to funds or the edifice itself,44 as well as from 
instrumentum (“agricultural and hydraulic equipment”) which is indis -
pensable to the management of the domain.45 These distinctions were so 
sharp in the quattrocento that a humanist such as Giovanni Pontano could 
transform them into moral categories. In such treatises on the “social virtues,” 
the splendid man—with his equipages, horses, and luxury—is opposed to 
the magnificent man, who deploys his grandeur on the ornaments of the city 
and his house.46 The patrimonial status of ornamenta is signified by their 
particular attachment to property: they are detachable, but they are not fur-
niture; they are adiuncta or parts of the house. They can be placed here or 
there but only under the express condition that their patrimonial status not 
be affected. They can be migrated from one residence to another within the 
same estate, and, while their value can be assessed or their price established, 
they cannot be separated from this entity by a bequest, a fidei commissum, 
or even for payment of taxes.47 That is, they were attached not to this or that 
material building but to the incorporeal unity of the patrimony. 

In book 30 of the Digest, within a series of cases demonstrating the virtu-
osic mastery of the law, Ulpian includes “marmora et columnae”—that  
is, marbles and columns, sculpture, tabulae affixae et parietibus adjunctae 
(“tableaux affixed and incorporated into walls”), precious tiles, decorated 
support beams, bronze doors, porticos, bookshelves if they are affixed to 
walls, and so on.48 The only definition of them he offers is the impossibility 
of freely and without conditions separating these things from the edifice that 
is their support. The verb detraho, -ere (“to force down,” “to strip off”) is 
used to delimit the class of ornamenta.49 Can one bequeath the ornaments  
of a residence? If one has two houses, can one bequeath one house and 
bequeath the ornaments of the other to “ornament” the first? Can one exempt 
the inheritance of ornaments from a residence, house, shop, or tavern? Can 
one bequeath one’s house excluding its ornaments? Can one bequeath one’s 
house minus its marble if the marbles are moved to a public building? Is  
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this bequest acceptable if the dispossession is to go to a public building in 
another city? Is it possible to discharge one’s taxes using marbles and 
columns? Does a statue that is not sealed to a wall avoid the interdiction 
against being separated from an edifice? Regarding an outbuilding (diaeta) 
with which he has embellished a garden acquired as part of a dowry, can the 
husband remove its ornaments to make another use of them? This inex-
haustible casuistry seems to express contradictory juridical prescriptions. 
While the principle appears to be untouchable—“one cannot bequeath some-
thing that is attached to a building” or “if what one bequeaths is attached to 
a house the bequest is null”—the senatus consulta and princely decrees never-
theless authorize and encourage, with precise conditions, the mobilization 
and transfer of “ornaments” if they serve to ornament either another edifice 
of the same proprietor,50 or a public edifice.51 Either way, such depredations 
cannot involve a commercial transaction. One need only refer to one of the 
sources of the normative Antonine and Severan tradition, as argued in the 
Digest.52 The senatus consultum Hosidianum, whose dates, however impre-
cise (44–45 or 47 or perhaps even 54 CE), point toward the reign of Claudius 
and the consulship of Gnaeus Hosidius Geta and Lucius Vagellius.53 This  
formulation is referred to during Nero’s reign, in March 56 CE, in the senatus 
consultum Volusianum and reiterated in an edict by Vespasian now known 
via Severus Alexander.54 Through these instances and reformulations, the 
Hosidianum remained in effect until Severus and beyond. Its objective was 
precisely to regulate the spoliation of dwellings and domus by a “very  
cruel type of commercial transaction” (cruentissimum genus negotiationis) 
that undermines “the roofs of our city.”55 The Hosidianum prohibited the 
sale of “parts detached from a house” through a destruction by negotiandi 
causa, whose aim is to resell valuable material. Such a sale was voided, and 
the buyer condemned to pay a fine of double the amount of the purchase.56 
Intended explicitly to protect “the eternity of all Italy” (totius Italiae aeter-

nitas), historiographically the Hosidianum can 
be considered the founding act of the policy of 
legacy protection—and the “battle against real 
estate speculation.”57 

It was not until 1998 that the lawyer and legal 
historian Yan Thomas provided a radically new 
reading of the Hosidianum, showing that histori-
ans had missed the very dynamics of the senatus 
consultum, as well as the light that ius civile sup-
plies to its understanding.58 The Hosidianum 
does prohibit the resale of parts dismantled from 
a house to this end, but it allows the actions of 

Left: Senatus consultum 
Hosidianum, ca. 44–45, 47, or 54 
CE. From Corpus inscriptionum 
Latinarum (1883). 

Opposite: Senatus consultum 
Hosidianum, ca. 44–45, 47, or 54 
CE. From Corpus inscriptionum 
Latinarum (1883).
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“those who, while maintaining proprietorship of their goods, transport ele-
ments (from one building to another) if they do not do so for commercial rea-
sons”; that is, if the spolia are not disposed of with a third party and if they 
are redeployed in another edifice within the same estate. Legislation thus 
predisposes and authorizes the circulation of “parts of a house” within the 
same estate or patrimonial entity. Thomas thus points up a radical change of 
analytical perspective in the approach toward ornamenta according to the 
rules of their circulation issuing from norms of ownership.59 

Universitas aedium 
The integration of legal logic into classical norms of architecture becomes 
more difficult after the second half of the sixteenth century, as it goes against 
some of its (and our) fundamental principles. Ornamenta belong to a quan-
titative approach: as a mass term, ornatus is fungible; it is a quantity that 
must always increase. To ornament means to “incorporate certain materials 
and certain forms into the sum of material and forms that constitute an 
already constituted patrimonial entity.”60 What counts for a personal, familial 
estate or patrimony counts as well for the property and patrimony of the city 
and the empire: the embellishment of Rome means the increase of the sum 
total of what illustrates and adorns it.61 This is as much as to say that the 
logic of ornamentation rejects the organic model that architectural theory 
will soon come to spread. For the ancient jurist, an edifice is not an organism; 
it is a sum of assets. 

This interpretation of edifice possesses a coherence we should be attentive 
to, however paradoxical or exotic it may seem to us today. Here, ornament is 
not the form of a material, the qualification of a substrate; rather, it is a part 
of the house. This formulation, which goes against modern common sense, 
makes sense only when one relocates its juridical horizon. As Thomas 
reminds us, for Roman jurists form was a limited attribute of individual enti-
ties, heads of cattle in a herd, individuals in the 
city, parts of a house, and so on. But groupings, 
whether cities, herds, or legions, can be under-
stood only through the concrete individuals 
constituting them, by way of forever renovating 
collections, and designated with the term uni-
versitas.62 To consider a city or a legion beyond 
the life of the individuals constituting it, to con-
sider its continuity in time, that it persists and 
endures, led Roman jurists to the artifice of 
describing its uninterrupted succession of con-
crete units and their relations: 
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And no organic metaphoric image of natural life could overwhelm this 
abstract apparatus of collective perpetuity. The jurists held that each 
position was occupied in turn inside a coordinated ensemble of posi-
tions . . . , each one found to be “placed,” “superseded,” “acceded” as 
by a constant turnover or complementarity which imparted to each 
subject a position already formerly held by another: a continual permu-
tation that maintained as such an extended arrangement according to 
the fully fictional mode of subrogation. . . . According to this logic, 
what comprised unity among the beings of the city was not properly 
speaking their community of existence. It was rather, to take up a for-
mulation from Seneca, close to the artificializing manner of Roman law, 
the fiction according to which these beings, even while being separate 
and distinct according to nature, natura diducti et singuli, were juridi-
cally and ex officio maintained in place, iure aut officio, inside of a  
collectivity: within one of those discontinuous collectivities (herds, 
armies, senates, tribunals, cities), which some jurists, following Stoic 
philosophy, called “bodies composed of distant elements.” But less 
common is the idea, proper to Roman law, that an institution exists and 
persists independent of its natural substrate.63 

This mechanism can be recognized in the juridical approach to the parts 
of a house. As a matter of property and inheritance, a house is not a form  
in the Aristotelian sense of the term, but an institutional unit, the iure aut  
officio gathering of separate and distinct things, a universality of objects or 
universitas aedium. We need to think about an edifice in a way that hearkens 
back to the conception of the Stoic body composed of distinct elements—as 
a collection of things having become an incorporeal entity: 

It is essential to note that as soon as materials added to the universality 
of objects representing the edifice were separated from it, they were 
covered by the juridical status they had had prior to having been incor-
porated, just as a head of cattle integrated into a herd maintains its ante-
rior status and could be claimed separately.64 

Similarly, a beam incorporated into the framework of a building does not lose 
its juridical status.65 And so we see the economy of ornatus: the full legiti-
macy of the (real or virtual) continuity of a house’s parts (with parts in the 
plural). If ornaments are parts of the house, they still belong to a particular 
category, formulated in the Hosidianum, the Volusianum, and the legislation 
that extended from them.66 What brings them together is patrimony, not  
the singularity of a material building. They cannot be dissociated from the 
patrimony by commercial transaction or by bequest. This is what the opin-
ions of the jurists in book 30 of the Digest spell out for “bequests and fidei 
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commissa.” One could therefore sell a parcel, stable, or shop adjacent to a 
domus; the furniture, gold or silver dishware, equipment, and all the sump-
tuary elements in the house; or the entire house. But a house could not be 
stripped of its marble surfaces, its columns, its porticos, its bronze or gold 
tiling to be transferred to another: this would be, in the precise sense of the 
term, spoliation. On the other hand, removal of ornamenta from a house for 
transfer to another edifice within the same patrimonial estate was perfectly 
legitimate because the unity of the patrimony is respected. The singular  
edifice is only an agglomeration of assets that can be freely moved and deliv-
ered provided that, on the level of its patrimony, the ornatus, considered as 
a whole, is not diminished.67 

This is what has been missing for decades from the literature on spolia 
that has associated reuse with decline and crisis. However, the status of orna-
menta, their fundamental substitutability within the confining frame of a 
patrimonial entity to which they are attached in fact authorizes and accom-
panies continual recycling of marble, columns, capitals, and bronze or gold 
tiling, comprising a basso continuo to Rome’s constructive dynamics during 
the height of the empire.68 What could be more exotic for us today, consider-
ing the modern identification of the logic of heritage with the exigencies of 
preservation and maintenance of particular edifices? 

Attachments 
Clearly, the mode of attaching ornaments to an edifice is a crucial aspect:  
it is the expression and the instrument of their status. Their legal attachment 
to the patrimonial entity is immaterial, but their mode of attachment to the 
edifice enables their being distinguished from supellex (“furnishings and 
their adornments”), which fall into an entirely different legal classification, 
granting ornamenta lasting association with the building while at the same 
time enabling their movement and transport. Even if book 4 of De re aedi-
ficatoria offers no other definition of ornamenta beyond their enumeration, 
Alberti reveals, as a technician, archaeologist, and jurist, scrupulous atten-
tion to different kinds of nails (metal, flint chips, etc.), glue (wax, pitch, 
resin, mastic, gum), plaster, cement, mortar, soldering, and every mode of 
attaching ornaments to an edifice, from their installation and removal to 
their movement and transport: 

Nails may often be seen in the wall, to hold the revetment [crusta-
tionum]. Time has shown that brass ones are best. But it is preferable, 
instead of using nails, to make tiny holes in the wall, between the joints 
of the courses, and use a wooden mallet to insert chips of flint, so that 
they protrude slightly.69 
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Or again: 

For holding thick sections of paneling, nails or projecting marble catches 
should be fixed into the wall, then the paneling applied directly; but 
with thinner sections, instead of lime after the second plastering, apply 
any molten mixture of wax, pitch, resin, mastic, or any form of gum, 
and then warm the paneling gradually, to prevent it from cracking 
under the sudden heat of the flame. If the joints and rows form a  
harmonious whole, when joining paneling, this will be commendable. 
Veining must join with veining, color with color, and so on, so that they 
each enhance one another.70 

Machinatio 
The strange position of machinatio in the general order of the treatise has not 
been much investigated. This lack of curiosity should probably be seen in 
relation to the lasting notion that Alberti, compared to his contemporaries 
(e.g., to Francesco di Giorgio Martini), paid little attention to engineering 
practices. This idea persists, despite the work of Gustina Scaglia, Anthony 
Grafton, and others.71 Meanwhile, historians who have endeavored to study 
engineering treatises from the quattrocento never associate lifting or trans-
porting devices with ornamenta, since the science of engineering is consid-
ered restricted to problems of structure. But this is modern reasoning, 
considering only the illustrations in treatises to learn about the implementa-
tion of technologies and the complexities of mechanisms invented by engi-
neers, while what they transport or erect interest us merely as accessories to 
the representation.72 But let us turn to the evidence: ornamenta figure among 
the preferred objects in the technical procedures of lifting and transport 
imagined by the engineer-architects of the quattrocento. 

These cranes, tie-rods, hoists, jacks, balance-wheels, and myriad bolts and 
screws attached to gearwheels and racks, these pulleys and ratchets designed 
for the most adventurous assemblages, all these devices for pulling and lift-
ing, transporting and erecting, which architectural-engineering works from 
Francesco di Giorgio Martini to Giuliano da Sangallo describe in endless 
variation, these devices that reinvent the solutions to mechanical problems 
familiar to the ancients but forgotten in the Middle Ages are principally 
designed for the lifting and transport of columns, obelisks, pyramidions,  
statues, façade components, even for entire façades and towers; that is, for 
ornamenta.73 The removal, transport, and installation of ornamenta inspired 
as much ingenuity on the part of quattrocento architect-engineers as machines 
of war, hydraulics, or mills. It was for tirare and alzare, for transporting, 
maneuvering, and lifting monolithic columns, sculptures, and obelisks that 
these gears, these complicated pinions and sprockets, trundles and ratchets, 

Opposite, clockwise from top left:  
Francesco di Giorgio Martini. 
Alzacolonne (column lifter), in 
Opusculum de architectura, folio 
27v, 1474–1482. Ms. Harley 3281, 
British Library. 

Francesco di Giorgio Martini. 
Alzacolonne (column lifter), in 
Opusculum de architectura, folio 
8r, 1474–1482. Ms. Harley 3281, 
British Library.

Girolamo da Treviso il Giovane(?). 
Two track mechanisms for the 
transport of a tower and a statue, 
first half of the sixteenth century. 
Gabinetto Disegni e stampe, 
Galleria degli Uffizî, Florence. 

Francesco di Giorgio Martini. 
Libro d’edeficij et machine, folio 
33r, Mechanisms for dislodging 
(lever with metal threading) and 
transport (worm drive and track 
crémaillère) of a tower, ca. 1475–
1480. Getty Research Institute.
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replaced (at least ideally) the weakness of ropes and inspired engineers to 
arrive at completely new theories for the lifting of objects.74 Consequently, 
the moving of ornaments is one of the main sources of engineering inventive-
ness in the Renaissance. 

Ornaments, Machines, and Marvels 
We are now able to understand the strange progression in book 6 of De re 
aedificatoria, the complex sequence that modern commentators put down to 
a sort of antiquarian bravado or a demonstration of erudition, because it 
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interweaves reflections on revetments (crustati), mirabilia, transport devices, 
simple machines, and Aristotelian mechanics. Let us trace out this circuitous 
but absolutely coherent route. Once the status of ornamenta has been estab-
lished, attached to the edifice but removable, Alberti puts forward, starting 
at book 6, part 4, a veritable treatise de mirabilibus, sustained with Pliny the 
Elder, Solon, and the entire arsenal of ancient historians and paradoxogra-
phers: ornamenta are the bearers of this mythic memory. To start: “In adorn-
ing [exornandum] the wall and roof, you will have ample room to display 
uncommon gifts of Nature, techniques of art, diligence of the workman, and 
power of the intellect.”75 There then follows an enumeration of tremendous 
monoliths and technical exploits of mythic proportions, calling upon the 
names of Osiris and Semiramis, shrines at Latona and Chemmis, and so on. 
For Alberti, the point is to introduce the question of revetment (crustatio) as 
the modern substitute for these wonders. Alberti also takes the opportunity 
to provide the reader with a long discussion of machinatio and the 
Aristotelian physics on which it is based, which takes up a third of book 6: 
“We will now discuss these forms of revetment and describe how they are 
applied. But first, since we have mentioned the movement of huge blocks of 
stone, it would seem advisable to describe here how masses of such bulk 
may be transported.”76 A series of examples follow from Plutarch, Pliny the 
Elder, and Ammianus Marcellinus on how to draw ships away from rivers 
and the conveyance of obelisks on land and by sea. These also introduce via 
legend a favorite topic of quattrocento engineers; that is, the lever in ancient 
mechanics, the device par excellence in sixteenth-century thematizations of 
various lifting apparatuses: capstans, hoists, derricks, and so on.77 The case 
of the obelisk that Emperor Constantine II (357) had erected in Rome’s Circus 
Maximus after long maritime and terrestrial conveyance from Egypt marks 
the triumphal coincidence of ornatus urbis and ingenium. 

This leads to a long development on Aristotelian physics. As he calls up 
problems faced by architects—how to 
haul, roll, and hoist columns and stone 
blocks—Alberti stitches together, if not 
a theory of the machine, at least a con-
ceptual framework: to think about the 
machine is to think about movement 
“according to place” (kata topos), repo-
sitioning, and, more precisely, transferal 
from down to up. Alberti returns to the 
definition of the machine put forth by 
Vitruvius in book 10 of De architectura: 
“A machine is a solid conjunction and 

Giuliano da Sangallo. Tirari & 
alzari, 1483–1516. Ms. Barb.  
Lat. 4424, folio 54r, Biblioteca 
Apostolica Vaticana, Rome. 
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well-built wooden structure, with a singular and marvelous force pertaining 
to the movement of heavy things.”78 In Aristotelian physics, the up and  
the down, and directions in general (right/left, forward/back), are absolute  
determinants: in nature, both sublunary and supercelestial, there is an up 
and a down, a left and a right, a forward and a backward. Throughout the 
qualitatively differentiated universe, these determinations participate in the 
definition of every element. The nature of a thing is its “propensity to”; that 
is, its type of ordinary movement: the nature of a heavy object is to remain 
“in place,” just as the nature of fire is to rise. After repeated reminders of 
nature’s aversion to lifting, in book 6, parts 7–8, Alberti provides a discus-
sion, largely based on the Mechanical Questions attributed to Aristotle, of 
simple machines—wheels, pulley blocks, screws, and levers—brought back 
to the fundamental principal of the balance and the properties of the circle, 
where he recognizes that he speaks, “non ut mathematicus sed veluti faber . . . 
non plus quam quod praetereundum non sit [not as a mathematician but as 
a practitioner . . . deal[ing] with no more than absolutely necessary].”79 

Machinatio provides a verification of Aristotelian physics. In book 6,  
part 9, Alberti returns to a more ordinary, “modern” perspective of ornatus 
with a detailed treatment of crustatio, under two types: coating (crustatione 
inductae) and veneers (crustationes adactae), the first including plaster, white-
wash, stucco, and paint and the second, marble panels, tile, and mosaic.  
The art of laying polychrome marble slabs to suggest the continuity of a 
curvy line and their cutting and polishing are taken up in book 6, part 10. 
The different ways of enriching a surface are then discussed: fresco and oil 
paint, shells, mother of pearl, and so on.80 After this comes upper ornaments 
such as tiles, beams, and architraves, and finally the ornament par excellence: 
the column (book 6, part 13). When Alberti opens this with, “In tota re aedi-
ficatoria primarium certe ornamentum in columnis est [In the whole art of 
building the column is the principal ornament without any doubt],”81 is he 
not echoing the preeminence the Corpus iuris civilis accords to “ornatus, hoc 
est marmora vel columnae [ornaments . . . that is to say, any marbles or 
columns]”? In fact, the column is monolithic here, the shaft of a single piece. 

The Invention of Ornaments 
Book 7, devoted to sacred edifices, clarifies and deepens book 6’s focus and 
insists on the complementarity of crustatio and mirabilia, providing a con-
tinuity that transcends the functional division of the parts of the treatise. 

Parietal crustatio, Silin (archaeo-
logical site of Leptis Magna, 
Tripolitania), 1 CE. Photo: 
Jacques Vérité. From I marmi 
colorati della Roma imperiale,  
ed. Marilda De Nuccio and 
Lucrezia Ungaro (2002).
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Alberti’s task is to provide a mythic genealogy for the realm of ornament: 
ornamenta, spolia, and mirabilia are so closely associated as his text moves 
along that it is hard to distinguish among them, and in fact they share a com-
mon origin. This is probably where Alberti is most faithful to the Roman tra-
dition. His rigorous and precise approach, from the ancients to the ornatus 
of temples, with attention to the smallest variations in the texture of surfaces, 
reveals just what is archaic in the system of ornamenta he has inherited: the 
Romans considered ornaments within the general category of trophies and 
marvels. Their dedication in temples and sacred edifices is at the origin of 
architectural ornamentation. 

The ancients would use precious objects to adorn [res rarissimas orna-
menti gratia imponere] their temples and porticoes; such as the ant’s 
horns brought from India to the temple of Hercules, or the chaplets  
of cinnamon deposited in the Capitol by Vespasian, or the great root of 
cinnamon that Augusta placed in a gold dish in the main temple on the 
Platine. In Aetolia, the country laid waste by Philip, the portico of the 
temple at Thermus was said to have been decorated with more than fif-
teen thousand suits of armor and over two thousand statues; according 
to Polybus, all were destroyed by Philip, except those bearing the name 
or image of a god. . . . In Sicily, some make their statues of salt: Soliuns 
is our authority [auctor] on this. Pliny mentions that glass was also 
used. Certainly, whether for their natural materials or for their ingenuity, 
objects of such rarity deserve great admiration.82 

Every art has to have its qualifications, origin, an inventor with a name.83 
Alberti pays tribute to this tradition by providing his readers with an origin 
myth for ornamenta, as he found it in ancient literature. For the Latin 
authors, architectural ornaments drew their origin from remains and from 
trophies attesting to Roman triumph: Pliny the Elder’s Natural History, for 
example, identifies the spolia of Syracuse and Corinth,84 as well as the 
mirabilia naturae offered to the gods or displayed in each aristocratic domus 
at the origin of ornatus.85 Then mobility—carefully framed by a strict system 
of dedication and inalienability—is what brings together so many heteroge-
neous objects: reuse is their common horizon.  

Propagare fines 
Book 6 closes with “the principal ornament in the whole art of building”:  
the column. The introduction of the column is pivotal, because, in a single 
paragraph, it shifts the reader to a completely different scale, that of the city, 

of the empire: 

In the whole art of building the column is 

Left: Lumachelone antico reused 
veneer (including shells and  
fossils), Crypt Chapel, first half of 
nineteenth century. Santa Maria 
Maggiore, Rome. From Marmi 
Antichi, ed. Gabriele Borghini and 
Raniero Gnoli (1989).  

Opposite: Composition of crusta-
tiones imitating spolia, fourteenth 
century(?). South façade, Saint 
Mark’s Basilica, Venice. 
Photograph: Armin F. Bergmeier.
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the principal ornament without any doubt; it may be set in combina-
tion, to adorn a portico, wall, or other form of opening, nor is it unbe-
coming when standing alone. It may embellish crossroads, theaters, 
squares; it may support a trophy; or it may act as a monument. It has 
grace and it confers dignity.86 

The extension of the concept of ornament appears to be limitless. In book 8, 
it is always within the category of ornatus that Alberti treats bordered 
approaches to tombs, mausoleums, pyramids, chapels, and roads “built of 
vast blocks of stone” (stratae viae silice praeduro et maximorum lapidum 
strue coaggeratae), like the Appian Way; or cut into rock where “mountains 
were cropped, hills excavated, and valleys leveled” (delumbati montes,  
perfossi colles, aequatae valles);87 or wind towers and lighthouses, triumphal 
arches, ports and porticos, and all the amenities of the city and the port:  
theaters, baths, gardens, covered and pergola walkways, pools, drainage and 
sewers, and so on. What we consider pertaining to the urban, what we  
commonly call “technical achievements,” Alberti shares with us under the 
category of ornament. 

Thus there is not, from the perspective of ornatus, a rupture between 
domestic and public space: in both cases, space is conceived as an accumu-
lation of remarkable objects—something that Mantegna’s tableaux and fres-
cos show with precision. Tombs and porticos, baths and statues are added to 
the ornatus of the city and the empire, just as capitols and marble revetments 
augment the patrimony of a family. In the mausoleums and tombs positioned 
along roads, with their ornamented figures and marbles, and their protection 
by law against depredation, the Roman people’s ornaments and the ornatus 
of Rome coincide to the point of indistinction. Alberti does not miss the 
chance of devoting a long passage to these in book 8, which is exceptionally 
rich in legal implications.88 So, how can ornatus be circumscribed? It cannot 
be assigned the limitations of a class of objects, because even sewers are 
within its scope, as this complex passage from book 6 indicates: “Should I 
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go on? They did not fail even to have their drains beautifully built. And they 
had such taste for ornament that they delighted in lavishing imperial efforts 
on grace alone, and undertook building enterprises only in order to increase 
the quantity of ornament.”89 To deploy the forces of the empire and to aug-
ment ornament come down to the same thing. We can see in this a renewed 
version of the ancient formula, propagare fines—that is, enlarge the bounds 
(of Rome). This is what Yan Thomas calls l’office des marbres, the office, or 
institutional task, of marbles. Archaeology confirms it: the white or poly-
chrome marble that ornaments the city and the empire, collected from the 
four corners of the Roman world, indicate by their colors and their grain, and 
their always further and more prestigious quarry, the range of origin of 
Roman confines. A complex juridical, administrative, and technical appara-
tus organizes their extraction and convoy to the great cities and to Rome 
itself.90 A part-for-whole ornatus, marbles manifest the always moving limits 
of Roman domination, incarnating the coincidence of city and world, urbs 
and orbis: the physical manifestation of Roman maiestas. 

The quantitative determination of ornatus, whose increase is the augmen-
tation of a stock of fungible elements within patrimonial unity, therefore 
takes on new meaning. What is valuable for family patrimony is also valu-
able for the decus urbis. To ornament Rome therefore means augmenting the 
sum of that which celebrates or adorns it, the mass of marble that is the mate-
riality of Rome. The majesty of Rome allows nothing to interrupt the aug-
mentation of the decus urbis. The unlimited expansion of Roman dominion 
that enhances and amplifies the city with trophies and marbles is majesty 
itself, greatness becoming ever greater, always increasing, greatness that must 
always grow and gain ground without ascribable boundaries: supremacy 
fated to expand indefinitely.91 

Spolia or Ornamenta? 
In Rome, reuse is the continual (and unrecognized) basis of the dynamics of 
construction.92 Paradoxically, it attests to the institutional continuity of the 
status of ornatus, as the patrimonial approach allowed for redeployments 
and reworkings within the same patrimonial entity. In sum, as opposed to 
the anachronic fixity of modern historiography, which identifies the logic of 
heritage with the exigencies of integral maintenance and preservation, the 
structural flexibility of the Roman patrimonial economy ensured the aug-
mentatio of ornatus in Rome and the empire and, in the centuries “of 
decline,” protected the splendor of Rome through the infinite recycling it 
authorized. The juridical approach impels us to dissociate the question of 
ornatus from the monumental landscape as consecutive configurations: 
inseparable from reuse, ornatus coincides with constant renewal. The result 
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is that the juridical mechanism that allowed for the extraction and agglom-
eration of marbles from the world to the body of the city, the universitas urbis, 
also organized, in a sort of centrifugal movement, its dispersion: the regu-
lated dispersion of Roman material to the four corners of the Christian world, 
from Constantinople to Aix-la-Chapelle. As paradoxical as this may seem, 
the association of ornaments with the majesty of Rome was in no way weak-
ened by this, and no one contested the sovereign privilege authorizing their 
handling and removal. While, in the first and second centuries CE, “in Rome 
itself, mutilations and thefts of ornaments justified the praefectus urbis’s offi-
cial inquiry and capital punishment, as if it were a sacrilege or a crime of 
lèse-majesté,”93 in the “dark” fifth and sixth centuries the reuse of ornaments 
giving new life to marbles remained an attribute of the majesty of princes.94 
In Ostrogothic Italy, Theodoric continued to act in this way as a Roman 
emperor, his chancellery sending out authorizations throughout Italy for the 
reuse of marble blocks, columns, bronze, and other precious materials.95 

When, around 1446, the Roman historian Flavio Biondo, in Roma instaurata, 
described Theodoric’s repair of the walls, theaters, palaces, baths, sewers, and 
aqueducts in Rome, which he had disengaged from “the brambles and thorns 
which neglect had left them to be covered by,” Biondo naturally made use of 
the lexicon and marks of ancient juridical language, writing that “Theodoric 
augmented the city.”96 In fact, the explicit concern for the augmentation and 
growth of public splendor had, since the legislation of the Later Roman 
Empire that the Theodosian and Justinian Codes effectively brought together, 
governed special grants of marbles and columns, organizing their movement 
and reserving their transfer to public buildings when old structures were 
irreparable.97 Again in the seventh century, Pope Boniface IV sought autho-
rization from Emperor Phocas to transform the Pantheon into a Christian 
church, and Pope Honorius I sought bronze from Emperor Heraclius for the 
roof of Saint Peter’s Basilica.98 Constantius II removed the last ornaments 
from the roof of the Pantheon to ornament Constantinople; if this contravened 
Roman civic pride, it remained strictly faithful to the patrimonial system of 
ornamenta. Late in the eighth century, Charlemagne requested of Pope Adrian 
I that marbles and mosaics of the imperial palaces in Rome and Ravenna be 
allocated to him to ornament the new palace at Aix-la-Chapelle.99 

Andrea Mantegna. Meeting, 
before 1474. Detail. Wall of bridal 
chamber, San Giorgio Castle, 
Mantua.
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Rome, ca. 1450 
Spolia provide the background for the theory of ornament in De re aedifica-
toria. Modern depredations of decus urbis elicited protest from humanists of 
the curia, who like Cassiodorus before them, denounced the “public injury” 
(dolor publicus) caused by the “mutilation” (detruncatio) of Rome.100 This 
can be understood as the obverse of the spirit haunting Alberti’s reflections 
on ornatus. Still, that book 10, “Restorations of Buildings,” follows the four 
books on ornamentation is only logical. 

We should therefore also more closely associate the writing of De re aedi-
ficatoria with Alberti’s time in Rome, in particular his second visit, which 
began in 1443 and coincided with the renovatio urbis embarked on by Pope 
Nicholas V (Tommaso Parentucelli, 1447–1455).101 Alberti’s involvement in 
this, whether inspirational or instrumental, is the subject of debate; some 
have recognized his thinking in the design of the Borgo Novo or in the new 
plans for Saint Peter’s Basilica.102 Manfredo Tafuri expresses skepticism on 
these two points in a rich and convincing demonstration.103 I prefer associ-
ating the De re aedificatoria with an underlying trend launched some twenty 
years earlier: a collective endeavor, fueled by curial humanists, but not at all 
limited to them, to revive and reformulate not only the city landscape but 
also the Roman logic of ornamenta. 

We have ample evidence in rebus of this program. We conceive it as starting 

Mascoli Chapel, ca. 1430.  
Saint Mark’s Basilica, Venice.
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ca. 1425 with the resurrection of Lateran pavements of the opus sectile under 
the pontificate of Martin V.104 Or with the reappearance, beginning in 1430, 
of colored marble revetments. In Venice, for example, the walls of the 
Mascoli Chapel in Saint Mark’s Basilica, covered with finely incorporated 
large marble panels, may be the first such wall revetment in marble since 
antiquity. In Florence in 1430 a large porphyry disc was inserted in the cen-
tral table of the Sagrestia Vecchia, above the tomb of relatives of Cosimo de’ 
Medici.105 Circa 1430, Bernardo Rossellino placed three large red marble 
panels in the recumbent tomb of Leonardo Bruni in the Basilica of Santa 
Croce. A few decades later, a porphyry rota was placed in the center of the 
lavish decor of the chapel of the Medici palace (1450–1455).106 What was 
then called opus affictum (“attached work”)—that is, the colored marble 
incrustations whose use was challenged by Filippo Brunelleschi and 
Michelozzo—came into full force in architecture ca. 1450. In Rome that year, 
Giovanni Rucellai mentioned in his Zibaldone the panels of serpentine mar-
ble and porphyry used in the churches of Sant’Agnese, San Pietro, San 
Pancrazio, San Giovanni in Lateran, and Santo Stefano Rotondo—all 
restored under the orders of Nicholas V.107 The pope himself had several por-
phyry discs installed in the interior of Saint Peter’s Basilica, which he envi-
sioned endowing with a vestibule, “splendidly covered with stones of diverse 
colors, porphyry and green emerald.”108 The jubilee of 1450 marked the rise 
in a collective passion for porphyry, and Rucellai was one of the most ardent 
promotors.109 Witness the small red marble plaque bearing his name 
(“Bernardo Oricellario”), which, in the guise of a discrete dedication, also 
marks the threshold of Santa Maria Novella.110 The marble, onyx, and por-
phyry in the Chapel of the Cardinal of Portugal in the Basilica of San Miniato 
al Monte (1463–1467), for which Portuguese princes had to obtain material 
from Pisa and Rome,111 and the panels of serpen-
tine and porphyry framing Mantegna’s paintings 
in the chapel of the Villa Belvedere built (1488–
1490) for Pope Innocent VIII, show the extent of 
this determination to reinvest the plastic and 
symbolic economy of ornamenta.112 

Painters did not fail to call upon this source of 
chromatic power to enrich their art. In Florence, 
in the Church of San Pancrazio, the sepulcher of 
Paolo Rucellai (1458–1469), modeled by Alberti 
after the Holy Sepulcher and covered with white 
marble inlay panels framed with panels of dark 
green marble, was surrounded by chapel walls 
decorated with painted panels imitating green 

Top: Central table, porphyry disc, 
and Medici arms in bronze,  
ca. 1430. Sagrestia Vecchia,  
San Lorenzo, Florence. 

Bottom: Porphyry circle in front 
of the central portal and tabula 
ansata with “BERNARDO  
ORICELLARIO” on the riser, 
1468–1470. Santa Maria Novella, 
Florence.
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and red marble. At the Villa Carducci di Legnaia comparable panels serve as 
the background behind the cycle of Illustrious Men and Women (1488–1489) 
painted by Andrea del Castagno on the walls of the loggia.113 In Venice, the 
marble tones of verde antico, Verona rose, and cipollino rosso africano 
enrich the motifs and the chromatic variation of Cima da Conegliano’s and 
Giovanni Bellini’s paintings. In the Vatican, Fra Angelico introduced por-
phyry and serpentine marble in Nicholas V’s private chapel, the Niccoline 

Chapel, in the frescoes that he painted in 1448.114 
As consciousness of the specifically Roman char-

acter of this opus affictum was becoming generally 
recognized, Flavio Biondo explicitly explained in 
Roma triumphans that a “market” for Roman orna-
ments was developing. Most of Alberti’s patrons  
figure among the ornatus spoliators of Rome and 
imperial cities, from the Pazzi condemned by Roman 
conservators in 1447 for having divested several 
“sacred sites” in the city of marble, to Ludovico 
Gonzaga who, circa 1462, sent his agents to 
Constantinople to procure marble and porphyry 
needed for the chapel in Castello di San Giorgio.115 
Mantegna, who was commissioned to decorate the 
chapel, took up the poetic potential of this ornamenta. 
His Circumcision presents an architectural scenario 
containing a masterful array of marble, while also 
achieving such poetic aemulatio that the painting 
assumes a status of ornatus which, through the 
recovered symbolic power of the marble, may come 
to exceed that of the marble surfaces themselves.116 

The spoliating enterprise that probably most 
directly implicates Alberti concerns the affair of 
Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta. In 1450, Malatesta 
was accused of removing marmora et tabulae por-
phireae ac serpentinae (marbles and panels of  
porphyry and serpentine) from Sant’Apollinare in 
Classe, in the imperial city of Ravenna—accusations 
that were reiterated in 1454.117 Were these the spolia 
destined for the façade of Tempio Malatestiano, a 
façade all’antica in Istrian stone marked with reused 
porphyry and green marble?118  

These legal disputes involved the authority of the 
pope, guarantor of decus urbis, as exercised on 

Leon Battista Alberti. Rucellai 
Sepulchre, 1467. Rucellai Chapel, 
San Pancrazio, Florence. Three-
quarter views of the façade (top) 
and the apse (bottom).
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ancient marble.119 But this regalian attribute, affirmed by Pius II in the bull of 
April 28, 1462, Cum almam nostram urbem in sua dignitate, & splendore 
conservari cupiamus,120 also authorized the pope to “remove marble” on his 
own behalf.121 In fact, Nicholas V and his successors never ceased removing 
marbles and columns for their projects and restorations. Neither the spirit 
nor the letter of legislation from late antiquity was contravened when the 
popes fueled the renovatio urbis with relics of Roman patrimony; for exam-
ple, when, ca. 1451–1452, Nicholas V had the Bolognese engineer Aristotile 
Fioravanti bring large monolithic columns taken near the Piazza della Minerva 
to the Vatican;122 or when, ten years later, Pius II  
requisitioned seven of the columns from the Portico 
of Octavia to build the spectacular Benediction 
Loggia in the Vatican.123 As an apostolic scribe (scrip-
tor apostolicus et familiaris) to Pope Nicholas V, 
Alberti would have been in a good position to take 
measure of the renovatio urbis, as well as the part -
icular status of ornaments in the program of the 
restoration of maiestas to the benefit of the papal 
authority—a program that was also contested by 
princes of Italy and aristocrats of Rome. We can thus 
recognize the unity of the De re aedificatoria’s four 
books on ornamentation. They seek to put ornatus to 
the test of construction. 

From renovatio to ars aedificatoria 
In De re aedificatoria, concinnitas is a perfect arrange-
ment that suffers neither addition nor diminution, a 
regulating principle to which all composition should 
submit. In stark contrast, ornaments involve a quan-
titative approach: they are added or taken away. 
What characterizes them is mobility, which makes 
them into accessories. Books 6, 7, and 8, having eval-
uated the architectural potential of ornaments, exam-
ine the machinatio, the science of machines or 
mechanics, on which they depend, and deploy his-
tory and legend in their invention. Book 9 accom-
plishes and perfects their integration into the ars 
aedificandi, the art of building. From there, it is only 
a matter of subjecting ornamenta to the rule 
of concinnitas. 

The ancient days of reuse have come and 

Top: Andrea Mantegna. 
Circumcision, ca. 1460–1464. 
Originally in the chapel, Castello 
di San Giorgio. Le Gallerie degli 
Uffizi, Florence. 

Bottom: Leon Battista Alberti. 
Tempio Malatestiano, after 1450. 
Façade. Rimini.
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gone—so book 4 reminds us in an allusion to a topos of ancient literature 
concerning the wall the Athenians, on the eve of the Peloponnesian War, 
quickly built with whatever they could lay hands on. Thucydides writes, 
“the foundations are made of different sorts of stone, sometimes not shaped 
so as to fit, but laid down just as each was brought up at the time; there are 
many pillars taken from tombs and fragments of sculpture mixed in with the 
rest.”124 Alberti comments: 

It may be noted that a common material skillfully treated will be more 
graceful than a noble one piled up in a disorderly manner [confuse 
acervata]. There is a wall in Athens, described by Thucydides, hastily 
built, even using statues seized from tombs, but who would think it 
beautiful, simply because it was built of broken statues?125 

Mantegna manages to give shape to this confusion, this disorderly piling up 
(confuse acervata). In his Saint Sebastian of Vienna (1470–1475 or, more 
probably, 1460–1470), behind the pilar of suffering, fragments of statues are 
piled with exposed and hastily positioned blocks,126 and in the background 
of Saint Sebastian of the Louvre (1478–1480) people engaged in everyday 
activities can be seen on the ruins of a patched up esplanade laden with  
salvaged material. Ornatus will henceforth have to be dissociated from the 
economy of the trophy and of recovered remains, and become instead an 
integral part of the new art of architecture.  

From book 6 on, Alberti’s prescriptions concerning the means and ways 
of working ornamenta (their ordo et modus) appear here and there, as in this 
discussion of revetments: 

In all the revetments described above, avoid using the same color or 
shape too frequently, or too close together, or in a disorderly composi-
tion [perturbate compincta copia]; gaps between pieces should also be 
avoided; everything should be composed and fitted exactly, so that all 
parts of the work appear equally perfect.127 

This becomes systematic in book 9, where Alberti affirms that, even if he 
commits no error in the principles of construction, an architect is in the 
wrong if he shuts out the possibility of recourse to ornament. Such is the case 
of “those who think the sole business of the wall is to support the roof, and 
there is no need to embellish it, in an appropriate and distinctive manner, 
with noble columns, magnificent statues, graceful paintings, and splendid 
revetment.”128 The entire edifice, to its smallest parts, is to be submitted to 
the new discipline of “lines, angles, surfaces” (lineae anguli extensio), which 
are, in the work of forms, architecture’s true units of measure.129 Ornaments, 
inscribed within the general order of the composition, are subject to it.130 
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Prescriptions therefore abound in book 9, where they amount to a manual 
on mounting and positioning: 

The decoration of the work requires precision and method, it should be 
fluent, the decoration should not be packed together too closely, piled 
up in a single heap; it should be arranged and positioned in so fitting, 
correct, and apposite a manner [apte appositeque distributis et collo-
catis], that any alteration would be felt to disturb the delight of the 
concinnitas.131 

Copia and varietas organize the good distribution of ornaments, and one 
must be attentive not to extinguish, by the employment of second-order  
elements, that which should “shine”: 

It would be helpful to include some sections treated with a little less 
care, so as to make the more refined ones shine by comparison [quo 
excultoribus lumen comparatione sui reddatur illustrius]. In particular, 
make sure the proportions of the lines are not corrupted. . . . Each part 
should be placed appropriately [aptis collocetur], so that none are iso-
lated nor confused with another.132 

But the challenge of the opus affictum of marbles, columns, and wall sur-
faces is not only good collocatio (good “arrangement”) or convenentia (the 
“hierarchical measure of dignities”) governing the rights and pretentions of 
each individual substance, man, or thing.133 It is also a right and harmonious 
distribution of scansions and measures, a reasoned symmetry of elements 
combined among and with the entirety of the edifice that gives them the 
appearance of being indissociable, inherent, and produced by the structure 
into which they have been inserted: 

We must therefore take great care to ensure that 
even the minutest elements are so arranged in 
their level, alignment, number, shape, and appear-
ance, that right matches left, top matches bottom, 
adjacent matches adjacent, and equal matches 
equal, and that they are an ornament to that body 
[ut . . . conveniant ad istius corporis ornamen-
tum] of which they are to be a part. Even reliefs 
and panels, and any other decoration, must be so 
arranged that they appear to be in their natural 
and fitting place, as though twinned.134 

At this point, is it possible not to think about the 
Tempio Malatestiano? The eight porphyry rounds in 

Andrea Mantegna. Saint 
Sebastian, 1470–1475 or, more 
probably, 1460–1470. Detail of 
bottom left. Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, Vienna.
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the white façade, the four disks, the oval, the five rectangular porphyry  
panels, the green serpentine marble panels and oval inserted into the lunette 
above the portal, the disk occupying the center of its triangular pediment, and 
the green marble lintel that greet the visitor—do they not signal the triumph 
of ordo et modus over the confusion of the marmora et tabulae porphireae 
ac serpentinae torn from the basilica of Sant’Apollinare in Classe?135 

The De re aedificatoria takes note of the end of the ancient and medieval 
regime of reuse of which the walls of the Pisa Cathedral or those of the Doge’s 
Palace in Venice provide distinguished examples. But it equally disqualifies 
the reuse of the spolia/trophies of which Alberti’s contemporaries pride 
themselves, when not regulated by the new exigencies of the ars aedificandi. 
While the reactivation of the pageantry and pomp of ornaments (ornamentum 
apparatus et pompa) is the order of the day, while the popes brilliantly re -
affirm their monopoly on the marbles and columns of Rome and endeavor to 
resuscitate to their advantage the economy of maiestas, the De re aedificatoria 
provides a new sense of renovatio. Architecture takes over from these periodic 
“renovations” that bore the burdens of reuse, as it takes up the baton from 
the patrimonial approach to ornaments of which jurisprudence was the con-
servator. From there, ornatus is placed under architecture’s authority. In the 
course of this long and complicated journey, which took no fewer than four 
books to traverse, the De re aedificatoria breaks the immaterial and statutory 
attachment of ornaments to patrimony, whether the patrimony of a house, a 
city, or the name of Rome. It breaks the singular, distinguishing temporality, 
made of redeployment and renovatio, of ornaments. Henceforth ornaments 
are assigned to the materiality and the visibility of each particular edifice. 
From this point, ornament becomes what we see: that dimension of an edifice 
that crystallizes the delectation that the art of constructing stimulates. Such is 
the conclusion of a paragraph in chapter 9 of book 9, whose unparalleled 
appeal constitutes a sort of manifesto of the new age of ornament: 

Everything should be measured, bounded, and composed by lines and 
angles, connected, linked, and combined—and that not casually but 
according to exact and explicit method, so that one’s gaze might flow 
freely and gently along the cornices, through the recessions, and over 
the entire interior and exterior face of the work, its every delight height-
ened [voluptatem augendo] by both similarity and contrast; and so that 
anyone who saw it would imagine that he could never be satisfied by 
the view, but looking at it again and again in admiration, would glance 
back once more as he departed . . . its every number and dimension 
contributing to the splendor of the place.136 
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Andrea Mantegna. Saint 
Sebastian, 1478–1480. Detail.  
Musée du Louvre, Paris.
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